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Prevalence of features:

Hypersexuality
77%Punding                        

61%Social isolation             
45%Wandering                   
27%Gambling                     

22%Drug hoarding             
22%Paraphilia                       

2%



Somatoform disorders in 

PD herald the onset of 

dementia and are 

frequently found 

indementia with lewy 

bodies





Somatoform Disorder:Hysteria in PD : 1. Marsden CD Hysteria – a neurologist’s view 
Psychol Med  1986, 16:277-288 2. Walters AS, Boudwin J, Wright D, Jones K. Three 

hysterical movement disorders. Psychol Rep. 1988 Jun;62(3):979-85.3. Lang AE, Koller WC, Fahn S. 

Psychogenic parkinsonism. Arch Neurol. 1995;52:802-10.

Psychiatric manifestations in PD/non-motor symptoms in 
PDDepression-Apathy-Anedonia

New Cathegories: Punding                              
compulsive disorders

All people in Sweden hospitalized for psychiatric disorder and PD during the study period (1987 

to 2001).Standardized incidence ratios (SIRs) with 95% confidence intervals(CI) for PD of  11.56                       
- Depression                        - Schizofrenia                        - Mood - Neurotic 

Personality Disorder

Background



All people in Sweden hospitalized for psychiatric disorder and PD during the study period (1987 

to 2001).Standardized incidence ratios (SIRs) with 95% confidence intervals(CI) for PD of  11.56                       

- Depression                        - Schizofrenia                        - Mood - Neurotic 
Personality Disorder



depression, 25% (13.2–47.9%) (MADRAS)dementia, 
29% (12.2–59.4%)                   (MMSE, PANDAS-

validation)psychotic syndromes, 12.7% (3.1–40.9%). 
sleep disturbances (49%) anxiety (20%)



Now somatiform disorder  is quoted:

40%

quoted



Suggestibility: Babinski

Definition: 

Hysteria has a purpose, hypocondria is an 
angst:Leonard

Doxomorfic: 300.11

But the psychiatric Handbook most used by students suggest that 
Hysteria –Hypocondria underlie a malevolent personality !



DSM-IV-TR: 300.81   Somatization 
disorder:Classic  presentation : female, low 

educational level

Somatoform disorder in 
Parkinson’s Disease:  code  

?university education, male

dsmI



Nature Neuroscience 7, 587 - 588 (2004) Placebo-responsive 
Parkinson patients show decreased activity in single neurons of 
subthalamic nucleusF Benedetti, L Colloca, E Torre, M Lanotte, A 

Melcarne, M Pesare , B Bergamasco, & Leonardo Lopiano

Suggestiblility

«Traité de psychiatrie» de Henri 
BARUK, Evolut. Psychiat, XXIV, 3, pp. 

457-469.

Hysteria in von Economo encefalitisand 
Parkinsons’s Disease



What are somatoform disorders?

1. Somatization disorder: Hysteria- Briquet syndrome          0,2-2%
2. undifferentiated somatoform disorder    ?
3. Conversion disorder          3%
4. Hypocondria                       3-13%                                                        

but also further differentiated somatoform disorders:

- complaint of pain in depressive episodes ?

- body dysmorfic disorder

- Somatic type delusion disorder



Study Design

Selection Method:

A Study Design

1. Direct observation of SFMD

2. DSM IV R - semistructured interview

3. hospital charts

4. GP

5. SCL-90R

6. Unsuccessfull attempt : MMPI











What are somatoform disorders?

Somatization disorder: Hysteria- Briquet syndrome          0,2-
2%undifferentiated somatoform disorder    ?Conversion disorder          

3%Hypocondria                       3-13%                                                        

but also further differentiated somatoform disorders:                 
- complaint of pain in depressive episodes ?                 

- body dysmorfic disorder                 - Somatic type 
delusion disorder



Pseudo Motor Pattern Non Motor Pattern

Unilateral or bilateral bent knee and tiptoeing posture

Overt catatonia 

Hemiparesi-Paraparesis 

Psychogenic bizarre parkinsonism preceding the onset of PD 

Delirium of penis shrinkage

Delusion of ingrowths of the xyphoid process

Delusion of  bowl deformation

Delusion of  migrating cutaneous allergy (Ekbom) B
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Multilocalized recurrent pain responding to  unorthodox manupilations

Hemianesthesia or partial anaesthesia 

KoroXyphoidEvacu
ation ritualEkbohm 

syndrom



HYSTERIC GAIT Bent Knees/tip toeing

Burper    DLB

YOPD

Motor conversion disorders

PDD



Dancing Gait Silly walk
Pseudo paralisis



Catatonia   DLB



KoroXyphoidEvacuation 
ritualEkbohm syndrom

Non Motor Somatic Pattern

-Viscosity-Mannerism-verbal 
aggressiveness- paranoid 

delusion-Psychogenic 
tremorRestlessnessVerbosity

treatment refusal  
psychological Romberg knee 

buckling Globus pharyngis



< MMSE

< DRS-2

> VH

> RBD
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Conclusion:

Somatoform disorders are observed in a high percentage of PD patients: 4-7% Somatoform disorders are rare in 
all other diseases but LBD where prevalence is 12%the quality of symptoms is outstanding look for clinical 

patterns and the combination with catatonia                  

Somatoform disorders including somatic delusions and catatonic manifestations should 
be listed among psychotic disorders of LBD









Why catatonia is in a continuum with hysteria ?

Sham- Death reflex or playing possum 

An injured Virginia Opossum 
lies incapacitated in front a 

dog.

Thanatosis
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Allucinazioni visive
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Allucinazioni visive

Illusioni

Allucinazioni semplici

•Extracampine

•Animali-oggettti

•Passagio

•Movimento 
formate o sfumate (blurred)



without visual disturbances = peduncular hallucinosis

with visual disturbances = Charles-Bonnet Syndrome



Hallucinations

with 

low drug levels 

Similarity 

with 

visual dysfunction 

in PD

Onofrj M., Bodis-Wollner I. Dopaminergic deficency 
causes delayed visual evoked potentials in rats. Ann. 
Neurol., 11: 484-490, 1982.

Bodis-Wollner I, Marx MS, Mitra S, Bobak P, Mylin 
L, Yahr M.Visual dysfunction in Parkinson's disease. 
Loss in spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity. Brain. 
1987 Dec;110 ( Pt 6):1675-98.

Bodis-Wollner I, Onofrj M. Visual system in 
Parkinson’s Disease. In: Advances in Neurology. Eds. 
Yahr MD, Bergmann KJ. 1986;45:323-327



PD Patients in Virtual reality Drug wash-out

Night-early morning dose

Study 3 hours

1-3h

Hallucinations/
Illusions

1st h     5%

2nd h   15%

3rd h    40%

End of dose 
deterioration

L-Dopa 
+

DA dose

60 min 
from 
dose

150 min
from
dose

10%

35%
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In 2001, the default mode network (DMN) was first proposed as an
interconnected set of brain regions that is active when the brain is in a resting
state and typically deactivated during memory encoding and other cognitively
demanding tasks focused on processing of external stimuli. The DMN includes the
dorsal and ventral medial prefrontal cortices, medial and lateral parietal cortex,
and parts of the medial and lateral temporal cortices.

Default-mode network





Michael D. Fox and Michael Greicius 

Clinical applications of resting state functional connectivity. Review.

Resting state functional connectivity reveals correlations (red) 
and anticorrelations (blu) with the default mode network. 



Fransson, 2006. 

A direct comparison of activity in DMN during rest and sustained 
performance of the two-back working memory (WM) task showed 
decrease of intrinsic activity during WM compared to rest in most 
default-mode regions, including the medial prefrontal cortex, 
precuneus, posterior cortex cinguli, angular gyrus, parahippocampal 
gyrus and inferior temporal cortex. No significant increases in intrinsic 
activity during the WM task compared to rest were observed in the 
default-mode network. 





A. Spatial maps of ICA for DMN in the control, AD and DLB group. 
Yellow-red and green-blue areas indicate positive and negative correlation 

with the IC waveform.
B.    Fingerprints used to exclude ICs derived from artefacts. 













Figure 1. Group-level ICA results representing DMN pattern for control, MSA, ePD, sPD-VH and sPD group. Maps were overlaid onto Talairach-
transformed T1 image of a representative control, MSA, ePD, sPD-VH and sPD patient. Notice that DMN was clearly identified in each group.
Abbreviations: ePD = early Parkinson's Disease; MSA = Multiple System Atrophy; sPD = severe Parkinson's Disease without visual hallucinations;  sPD-VH = 
severe PD with visual hallucinations.











Figure 1. Representative connectivity-based subdivision of thalami in a single subject. Thalamic 

voxels are classified and coloured according to the regions of the cortex which they showed the 

highest connection probability. Thalamic connectivity-definited regions (CRDs). Orange=CDR that 

projects from thalamus to frontal cortex; blue=CDR that projects from thalamus to motor cortex; 

green=CDR that projects from thalamus to primary and secondary somato-sensory cortex; 

yellow=CDR that projects from thalamus to parietal cortex; pink=CDR that projects from thalamus 

to amygdala; red= CDR that projects from thalamus to occipital; dark blue=CDR that projects 

from thalamus to temporal. Images are oriented according to radiological convention (i.e., the right 

hemisphere of the brain corresponds to the left side of the image).



Figure 2. Vertex-wise comparison of the thalami in AD and DLB patients respect to control subjects. Thalamic regions are discriminated 

according with the connectivity-based subdivision of thalami. Colours rating from red to dark blue show the strength of local shape 

changes. For vertex-wise shape analysis, F-statistics giving p=0.15 (F=2), p=0.08 (F=2.75), p=0.04 (F=3.5), and p=0.01 (F=5). The thalamic 

regions of interest are bounded by the dashed or indicated by black arrows. Comparing spatially the different pattern of GM atrophy 

between the two maps, GM loss is more evident in AD vs controls comparison respect to DLB vs controls comparison in the pulvinar and 

in the antero-ventral regions of the thalamus that both projects to temporal lobe. Contrary to AD vs controls map, in the DLB vs controls 

comparison, thalamic sites of GM atrophy are localized in the medio- and posterior- ventral portion that project to sensori-motor cortex 

and parietal cortex and in the regions that project to occipital lobe. Images are oriented according to neurological convention (i.e., the 

right hemisphere of the brain corresponds to the right side of the image).



Figure 3. Spatial maps of WM integrity changes in the 

inferior longitudinal fascicle (ILF), amygdaloid and 

superior colliculus tracts. TBSS

Spatial maps of FA, MD, RD and DA changes in the 

white matter of thalami. ROI TBSS results are 

overlaid on the MNI152 standard brain. 



Spatial maps of FA, MD and DA changes in the WM of 
thalami. ROI TBSS results are overlaid on the MNI152 

standard brain. 






